Identification of a segment in the precursor of pulmonary surfactant protein SP-B, potentially involved in pH-dependent membrane assembly of the protein.
In the present work, the hydrophobic properties of proSP-B, the precursor of pulmonary surfactant protein SP-B, have been analyzed under different pH conditions, and the sequence segment at position 111-135 of the N-terminal domain of the precursor has been detected as potentially possessing pH-dependent hydrophobic properties. We have studied the structure and lipid-protein interactions of the synthetic peptides BpH, with sequence corresponding to the segment 111-135 of proSP-B, and BpH-W, bearing the conservative substitution F127W to use the tryptophan as an intrinsic fluorescent probe. Peptide BpH-W interacts with both zwitterionic and anionic phospholipid vesicles at neutral pH, as monitored by the blue-shifted maximum emission of its tryptophan reporter. Insertion of tryptophan into the membranes is further improved at pH 5.0, especially in negatively-charged membranes. Peptides BpH and BpH-W also showed pH-dependent properties to insert into phospholipid monolayers. We have also found that the single sequence variation F120K decreases substantially the interaction of this segment with phospholipid surfaces as well as its pH-dependent insertion into deeper regions of the membranes. We hypothesize that this region could be involved in pH-triggered conformational changes occurring in proSP-B along the exocytic pathway of surfactant in type II cells, leading to the exposure of the appropriate segments for processing and assembly of SP-B within surfactant lipids.